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Background
Advanced Spanish Grammar and Composition (SPAN 424) is an upper-level undergraduate class with
the goal of improving students’ grasp of language through literature, formal composition, and cultural
exposure to the Spanish-speaking world. The course typically caters to Spanish majors, many of whom
are native speakers of English from Kansas or elsewhere in the U.S. However, I seek to account for the
diverse array of students’ cultural backgrounds, disciplinary expertise, and motives for enrolling. SPAN
424 is especially rewarding because the intermediate-to-advanced language proficiency of the students
allows us to incorporate sophisticated grammatical structures and vocabulary in reading and writing
activities. Likewise, the formal composition discourses and various literary works we study challenge
students’ fluency in Spanish, prior knowledge of the Spanish-speaking world, and critical thinking skills.
As they engage with course material, students learn to create well-organized, persuasive narratives in
their writing—a skillset that begets the long-term transfer of learning beyond the classroom.
In the Spring 2021 semester, I have two synchronous online sections of SPAN 424: one with 20
students and another with 14, respectively.

Issues to address
While a major pedagogical mandate of this course is for students to improve their grammar and
written proficiency in Spanish, I seek to create a more inclusive learning environment offering multiple
avenues where students demonstrate their mastery of the language. Given the wide range of interests,
motivations for learning, and varying degrees of immersion in the Spanish-speaking world, my challenge
is to take into account students’ backgrounds in learning activities and literature. This year I’ve
departed more frequently from assigning only literature or academic publications, instead creating a
more inclusive syllabus that incorporates other genres and perspectives. My approach requires
students to practice Spanish while engaging with discursive texts they find interesting and practical.
When reading texts from different voices, students discover new perspectives and learn from one
another through class discussions. They also become familiar with cultural norms of the Spanishspeaking world, thus laying the foundation for them to become bilingual cultural ambassadors upon
completion of their coursework.

Implementation
Five objectives informed the modification of SPAN 424 toward diversity,
equity, and inclusion (DEI):
1. A redesigned syllabus formed an important first step in the course’s
emphasis on DEI. New readings and assignments target a broader variety
of students’ skillsets and interests while simultaneously representing a
larger cross-section of society in the Spanish-speaking world. A mixture
of formal academic publications and informal, popular-audience texts
complement audiovisual materials for a more holistic approach to class
discussions and writing prompts.
2. In tandem with new didactic materials, we retain an emphasis on the
application of Spanish language grammar as a central component of class.
The diversity of texts we cover serves to familiarize students with
nuanced grammatical concepts and structures that will improve their
fluency in real-world situations.
3. A low-stakes, metacognitive self-assessment at the beginning of the
semester encourages students to activate their prior knowledge and
level of fluency while introducing themselves and sharing their interests.
4. A renewed emphasis on class environment seeks to nurture camaraderie
and belonging among students while fostering verbal fluency. We dedicate
the first ten minutes of each period to discussing a topic not on the
syllabus. Conversations usually center on world events, so students can
express their interests and reactions in real time. These voluntary
interactions happen in Spanish and encourage speaking and attention to
grammar. Generally students participate enthusiastically since they don’t
feel the weight of graded evaluation, which in turn generates confidence
and incremental participation in other class activities.
5. Team-based activities lessen the vulnerability that individual students
might feel when we interact as an entire class. We dedicate more time to
discussions in small groups where the stakes are lower; in this
environment, students are empowered to participate without fear of
making mistakes. This approach also buys students more time to gather
their thoughts before sharing as a whole group.

Student learning
The 2020-21 academic year was my first teaching SPAN 424, so I haven’t yet measured changes to
student learning from previous semesters in a systematic, quantitative way. However, the experience has
given me a chance to identify and reflect upon which factors would be easily gauged in future semesters
through anonymous midterm and end-of-term surveys.
From a qualitative perspective, I can state with confidence that student participation has increased
dramatically compared to prior semesters following the course’s renewed focus on DEI. Likewise,
students seem more engaged in their own learning process. Their commitment to learning has sparked
a genuine interest in class discussions, readings, and activities, which in turn generates better
performance, attention to detail, and awareness in areas where they might improve.
For now, the most telling indicator of student learning has been the marked improvement in written
assignments. Students’ essays represent tangible evidence of their learning and transfer of a practical
skillset to real-world contexts.
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